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PUPeranians

I love pomeranians! I used to call them “PUPeranians” and sometimes I still do.

When me and my teacher started this essay I asked her “How do you spell

Puperanian?” and she said “It is not PUPeranian, it is POMeranian!” and we were

laughing as hard as we could. I don't have a pomeranian currently, but in the future I

would love to have one. I do have a big dog named Jasmine; I call her Jazzy. In the

future I think I will be a great dog owner because I already have a dog and I take really

good care of her. If you want to own a pomeranian, this essay is for you! Pomeranians

are cute. They are fun to take care of, and love to play with their owners every single

day. If I had a pomeranian I would cuddle with it every day.

Pomeranians weigh anywhere from 3 to 7 pounds, and have a face like a fox with

small, pointed ears. They can be almost any color from black to white, or even orange.

Pomeranians have a soft, fluffy undercoat and a long, thick topcoat with a frill around its

neck. Its tail is also thickly covered with hair, and curls up over its back. The dog has a

sharp, quick bark that sounds high-pitched.

Pomeranians make great pets. Pomeranians are intelligent and perky little dogs.

They have minds of their own, but they still enjoy spending time with their people. These

dogs are athletic and need a lot of exercise. They enjoy daily walks and games of fetch.

Some compete in agility contests. You need to feed them daily, and get their teeth
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clean. If they get sick you have to take them to a vet, and you have to give them lots of

attention.

In conclusion, pomeranians make great companions and are great pets for

people. A few more fun facts about Pomerians are that 2 survived the Titanic in 1912.

This breed once weighed seven times as much as today's Pomeranians and was once

called the Dwarf Spitz. Pomeranians are related to dogs that originally came from the

Arctic Circle. However, they first became well known in Pomerania, a former Prussian

province in Northern Germany. Queen Victoria had a pomeranian named Marco.

Pomeranians are one of the top five toy dogs that people want to own, including me! For

hundreds of years pomeranians were used for sled dogs! I know, shocking right?! They

are so small they couldn't carry a pea! Let me leave you with a pomeranian joke… If a

pomeranian looked medusa in the eye It would become a POME-GRANITE!


